Fortex Consulting
Delivering the best candidates for the right opportunities
Local recruiting through an International Platform
Fortex Consulting
Fortex Consulting is an industry leader in providing
organizations across the Energy professions with cutting
edge, talent-focused recruiting services. We provide the
solutions you need to add shareholder value through
strategic management of your talent assets.
Our expertise extends across multiple industries with the
main focus within the healthcare and the Energy (renewable
energy, Oil and Gas, Power Generations and Infrastructure)
sectors, which means we can tailor a solution that’s perfectly
suited to your requirements and your business needs.
Fortex Consulting provides a comprehensive suite of
services, including:
• Candidate search, pre-screening, and short list
selection
• Executive headhunting for difficult to fill roles
• Sector-specific searches for those areas experiencing
talent shortages
• Innovative methodologies and processes specially
designed to find the most talented individuals wherever
they may be
• Complete confidentiality and professionalism
• Contingent and/or retained assignments, based on your
criteria and needs
Put Fortex Consulting to work today and start seeing results!

Fortex Consulting: Comprehensive strategic talent asset
management solutions.
New to our board members: 4 Top Globally recognized
leaders in the industry for recruiting industry. (Listed
Recruiting Company experience).
Elite group of 20 Expert advisors in London for our on going
Service to support and deliver Excellence. ( Legal, H&S,
Contractual/Payroll services, HR, INTERNATIONAL)
Chairman of NAPS advisory.
Full contractual services provided for the USA and for many
other countries with payroll services.
Consultants to manage virtual recruiters where we are now
changing a model from Virtual to the in-house recruiters,
during the course of the year as we grow further and take
advise from the new board members.

Our Candidate backgrounds incl:
Min. 5+ years Energy industry experience
Engineering / Legal Contract Claims / PMP
Mechanical, I&C, Planning & Schedulers (primavera), Civil
Engineer,
HSE Directors/Advisors/Managers- on shore and Offshore
experience, Project Manager, Drilling Supervisors, Night
Drillers, Marine Engineering.
Experience professionals in Well Completions, E&P and
Drilling , Downhole tools, OCGT , Topside and Jacks.
R&R and RPO solutionsLocal, National, and International experiences
Multilingual
Dipl in Engineering (Mechanical, Civil, Electrical), Legal,
Business Admin.
Industry relevant experience with an MBA.
Energy - Oil and Gas, FOSSIL, EPC, Modules/Panels,
Renewable Solar and Wind, Power Plants, CCPP/ CCGT/
CSP and Engineering ,
Targeted orientated and goal achievers
We are highly networked with Top Talent across Europe/
USA and Asia-Pac
Confidential
As to our candidate we have upmost confidence in our ability
to getting the job done in a professional and confidential
approach where both parties are at ease in the search.
We screen and get updated CVs with additional information
on their latest roles and achievements. We also include extra
information on through our interview either by telephone or
Face to Face that may include their cultural fit, personally
straits, latest achievements, leadership skills.
*We provide you upon presentation of a Bio profile for any
shortlist of achievements or for any awards .

Methodology through the power of networking and numbers:
To find the right candidate may take many hours of
networking with passive candidates to get a list of 2-3
candidates that would be interested solely in your opportunity
After the interview process and screening for candidates are
profiles sent across for your review. To decide whether the
hiring manager has any interest for an initial firstly meeting at
your offices or a telephone conference.
We do not expect to have any signed agreement until we
have a mutual relationship for requirements and
understanding from both sides. The more information we
have the better for us to understand your requirements and
allow us to be more effective in finding Top Talent in the
market to suit your needs and requirements.
We would be pleased to meet you at your stand at the next
leading conferences that take place in the future
Web 3.0 : Social Media Advertising and Job Boards and
online presence and exposure in all regions. TOP placed
searches for Google.
Why choose us?
We have an excellent method for screening candidate and
supporting candidates and client s through the process, have
specialist understanding for the industry and where to source
the right candidates.
Over 80% of our candidates are passive profiles that are only
seeking a move upon a stronger career development
opportunity.
Put simply, we get results.
Fortex Consulting has the expertise to provide you with
exceptional talent capital management solutions with the
flexibility and innovation so necessary for customized results.

Our services go beyond simply assisting you with staffing
needs; rather, we focus on identifying the kind of highpotential, innovative, motivated, and talented individuals who
can help your organization achieve maximum performance
and profitability. We bring you high performing individuals
who will have a positive impact on your organization right
away.
Recruitment. Talent. Innovation. Strategic Talent Asset
Management.
Contact Us Today
For more information about how our solutions can improve
your organization’s performance we invite you to contact us
today!
Email:
info@fortexconsult.com
Telephone:

0049 (0) 69 254 72607
0044 (0) 20 3287 0200

Address: Bockenheimer Landstrasse 17/19
Frankfurt 60325
Reach out and it will change someone’s career

